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Abstract: The major factors, affecting the inflation in Iran and relation between inflation and inflation
uncertainty are studied. In this contribution, two different theoretical view points (Friedman-Ball and
Cukierman-Meltzer hypotheses) are studied and finally by help of general autoregressive conditional
heteroskedasticity model, a unidirectional relationship from inflation to inflation uncertainty or vise versa and
the possibility of a bilateral relationship between these two variables in economics of Iran, have been analyzed
for the period of 1989-2003. The results show a unidirectional relationship from inflation to inflation uncertainty
for a three month period. Bilateral relationship between inflation and inflation uncertainty obtained for six and
nine month periods. For the six and nine month period, this relationship is more intensive than three month
period. There is no relationship between inflation and inflation uncertainty for an annual period. Effective
factors on inflation rate e.g. money supply; exchange rate and gross domestic product growth are used along
with inflation uncertainty in the model presented in this study. Money supply and exchange rate growth in
black market have positive effects and gross domestic product growth has no effects on inflation rate in the
investigated model.
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INTRODUCTION anti-inflation policies. So, people will be uncertain about

Inflation is one of the important subjects that affect will be adapted by the authorities.
economic and social life. Therefore, the purpose of states' From Dreze [1], viewpoint uncertainty is the situation
stabilizing programs, International Monetary Fund and in which we can not identify the possibility of future
World Bank is to make inflation inactive in all economies events. Crawford and Kasmovich [2], Griere and Perre [3],
and that’s why the study of this subject is of great present that if future changes in economic variables are
importance. made of predictable and unpredictable changes, economic

In  economies   which   have   high   inflation  rate variable uncertainty will contain an unpredictable change
(e.g., Iran’s economy, during 1978-2003, especially after Inflation uncertainty for the first time was stated by Okun
the victory of Islamic revolution, the average for inflation [4]. He found that countries which have high inflation rate
rate was about 19.9 percent and inflation rate variance was generally have high inflation rate changes. He stated this
high, so that in 1985 and 1990, inflation rate average was subject by using of his statistic analysis. Okun [4], used
6.9 and 9 percent and in 1994 and 1995, it was 35.2 and high changes as an indicator for high uncertainty. He
49.4 respectively) there is much uncertainty in the course believed that high inflation is associated with inflation
of state's future policy. When there is less inflation, uncertainty.
politicians try to keep it low, but when inflation is high Inflation uncertainty reduces contracts' time duration
politicians face exchanging expenses between future and confuses the effects of allocating resources which are
inflation   and   unemployment   which   are   made by based on the mechanism of prices. Financial markets are

future inflation, because they do not know which policy
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affected by effectiveness on long term rate of interest. So, MATERIAL AND METHODS
saving, consumption and investment also are affected. If
payment in contracts isn't indicated by inflation, future Theoretical Bases of the Correlation Between Inflation
payments value will also be uncertain. Therefore they and Inflation Uncertainty: When inflation is low, there are
impose supplementary costs to economic agents. Some of agreement and unanimity among monetary policy makers
their resources are used to predict future inflation and to to maintain it low, but when inflation is high, policy
participate in risk (Risk participation). These resources makers face with crisis. They want to reduce inflation, but
associate the gain and loss of service, productive they are afraid of the fact that reduction of inflation may
companies and economic agencies with risk. Finally, when cause recession. Because people know nothing about
there is inflation uncertainty, economic agents and policy makers’ decision in the future they don’t know
agencies wouldn’t be aware of their future nominal whether inflation will be reduced or not.
payment value, so the decisions of investors and savers Economists have repeatedly said that increasing of
would be confused. All these factors cause to reduce the inflation cause more uncertainty in the future inflation.
actual rate of production growth and increase This idea is in Okun's [4], paper entitled with Fixed
unemployment. Thereby, Friedman identified Phillips Inflation Mirage. It has also been presented in Friedman's
curve with positive slope in 1977. [5], essay as a basic topic. Many empirical studies identify

Friedman discussion is made of two hypotheses. this effect, but explanations which are used to identify
First, high inflation associates with high uncertainty and these effects are usually poor and less for instance Okun
second, high uncertainty affects amount of economic [4], use the example of driving a car in road with lots of
activities and reduces production and increases humps. It seems that economists have found a reasonable
unemployment.   Our   purpose   of this study is to test the relationship between inflation and uncertainty, but they
validity of the first part of the hypothesis. Therefore, have difficulty in precise explanation of its cause. This
according to the above subjects, studying of this subject section  tries  to explain this relationship carefully by
is important for Iran both theoretically and empirically. using of a model.

Studies including Friedman's [5], Makin's [6], Elder's The Simple model follows the idea that increasing of
[7] and others point that inflation uncertainty affects inflation causes uncertainty in monetary future policy. In
economic activities, reduces production and increases the low period inflation, central bank is happy of this
unemployment. Makin believes that inflation uncertainty situation and try to prolong it, but when inflation is high,
has a positive correlation with money shocks and has the performance of the central bank is uncertain and it
negative effect on real variables, so, inflation uncertainty turns to be an insoluble puzzle. Central bank tries to
variable must be considered in testing theory of reduce inflation but it is afraid of possible recession.
rationalization expectancies because of positive Loguo and Willet [8], believed that in higher inflation
relationship between inflation uncertainty and money rates, the government financial policy is more instable.
shocks. He believes that high inflation uncertainty and its Fischer and Modigliani [9], believed that when inflation
related phenomena such as much change in proportional rate increases, governments proclaim a spurious
prices and reducing of contract's duration period and so stabilizing program periodically. So, uncertainty about the
on, reduces real activity level. real ways of future prices increases. Friedman [5], believes

If inflation affects inflation uncertainty, economic that over increasing of inflation causes more pressures on
activities  will  be  affected.  Because of this fact, controlling and overcoming it. So, along with the
reduction of inflation rate in order to reduce inflation intensification of vast changes, the policy strays from its
uncertainty  receives  importance.  Some  of  the countries path and follows another way. Most people think that
such as. The Britain have followed inflation targeting high  inflation causes uncertainty about manner of
policy  to   overcome   this   problem.   This   policy political reaction.
obliges economic policy makers to get a certain level of The theory of relationship between inflation and
inflation  uncertainty  and  establishes  a kind of inflation uncertainty is formulated with current progress
assurance among economic agents and reduces the rate in money political theory. Alesina [10], in his model for the
of inflation uncertainty. Following the reduction of economy of America assumes that, two policy makers
inflation  uncertainty,  the costs of inflation uncertainty accidentally achieve power with different political
will also be reduced. orientation  and  make  political  uncertainty. Conservative
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policy makers believe that inflation compared to Mekin [6], also, in his assay, concludes that inflation
unemployment  makes  more costs, but liberalists assume uncertainty has a relationship to money shocks and
no importance to it and believe that inflation doesn’t affects real variable. He studies the effects of inflation
impose  much  cost  to the society (similarly there are two uncertainty index on employment and productive growth
right and left politicians in Iran that their view about and concludes that inflation uncertainty limits economic
inflation, income distribution, privatization, etc. are activities.
different. Therefore the applied policy changes with Friedman [5], in his essay named inflation and
changing the political regime). unemployment, studies the relationship between inflation

When inflation is low, conservatives try to maintain and unemployment in seven industrial countries.
it low and when it is high, they try to reduce it. Liberalists Although he finds a reverse relationship between inflation
try to more stabilize low inflation, but when inflation is and unemployment during 1956 to 1961 in these countries,
high, they don’t like to make recession by anti-inflation he observes a positive relationship between inflation and
policies. So, when inflation is low, people are certain of unemployment in these countries during 1961 – 1975.
future policy, because conservatives and  liberalists According to the conclusions, we can say that Friedman’s
follow  same  policy. High inflation makes people study consists of two separate hypotheses. First, high
unconfident, because policy makers have different inflation associates with high uncertainty. Second, high
reactions in response to inflation and people don’t know uncertainty reduces economic activities. Friedman [5], by
who undertakes expenses. using of this argument justifies the positive slope of

Holland [11], Study the relationship between inflation Filips' curve and connects Baru's discussion about the
and inflation uncertainty. He concludes of the study of relationship between money supply growth and general
the American periodic economical data in 1954 to 1983 level of prices and Mekin's discussion about the
that inflation has positive effect on inflation uncertainty relationship between inflation uncertainty and economic
and money supply growth is identified as an effective activities level.
factor on inflation and its control is suggested as an In the recent decades, especially after the Second
inflation control. World War, inflation and economic growth have drawn

Alexander [12], has used money supply and the attention of many policymakers and economists in a
consumer price index (CPI) of monthly data in his study way that periodical suitability and/or unsuitability in
about the relationship between inflation and price achieving the goals of inflation and economic growth has
uncertainty. This study was in 1992 to 2000 and was allocated a vast spectrum of economic literature to itself.
about period of releasing prices in Russia. The results It is certain that we can identify a negative relationship
show a mutual conclusion of inflation and price between inflation and unemployment in theoretical
uncertainty and negative relationship between inflation literature, but there hasn't been unanimity in this field.
and money supply growth. Nearly all studies suggested that high and long-term

Lee [13], has used periodic data of 1959 to 1992 in his inflation is harmful to economic growth because it
study of America. He studies the relationship between produces inflation  uncertainty. According to the findings
money growth uncertainty, inflation uncertainty and of Philips [15] and Lucas [16], some of the policymakers
productive growth. Lee shows that money growth justify using of demand party policy leverage (specially
uncertainty has negative and important effect on real monetary policies) to achieve the goal of inflation growth
production and inflation. because inflation has positive effects in short-term,

Barro [14], in his known essay titled with unpredicted meanwhile they neglect the harmful effects of inflation on
money growth and economic activity in the USA, states economic growth in middle term and long-term. Because,
that unpredicted money growth affects real economical on the other hand, economic growth whether in short-
activities and reduces unemployment and increases term, middle term or long-term has inflation reducing
production. He concludes of the effects of money supply effects, its effects is much less than the increasing effects
growth on general level of prices and says that in long of liquidity growth on inflation. Accordingly, to follow the
term, money policy performance cause to increase general goal of economic growth through money policies can’t
level of prices. prompt  reduction  of inflation. Thus, political advice is to
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use money framework based on inflation targeting so that effect on production's real growth. Elder [7], by using of
by means of reaching low inflation we attain a fixed a multivariable model concluded that there is a negative
growth in long-term. relationship between inflation uncertainty and the level of

In fact, inflation and economic growth are basic economic activities. Grier and Grier [23], by using of a
disputes among economical and even political schools. model (VAR-GARCH-M) studied inflation and the effect
The  people,  who  assume inflation harmful for economic of inflation uncertainty on Mexico City's productive
growth, select a level of inflation that confuses economic growth and concluded that an average inflation rate has
stability. So they suppose it vital the price stabilization a positive effect on production growth, but this positive
and reduction of inflation level to manageable and effect is frustrated by the effect of inflation on inflation
controllable levels to reach a fixed and stable growth in uncertainty which cause to reduce production. Finally,
order to prevent economic instability. On the other hand, inflation reduces Mexico City's production. Grier [24],
some people emphasize the costs of unemployment and studied the effect of inflation uncertainty and productive
they assume inflation as an essential means to reduce growth uncertainty on economic growth rate and inflation
costs. They recommend inflation growth in meaningful rate in America after the Second World War. He believed
level. Fischer and Modigliani [9], suggest that most of that inflation uncertainty has a meaningful relationship
policymakers believe that inflation compared with with productive growth and average inflation rates in a
unemployment makes a much serious problem to way that increasing of inflation uncertainty causes the
economy. So, at first, the main responsibility of reduction of productive growth and average inflation rate.
economists and economy managers in any country is to According to the estimation of Bassanini et al. [25] and
control inflation so that by making a suitable field, long also according to Davis and Bryce, in 1996 [21] one can
term goals of economic growth are obtained. Some of the increase minimum and maximum amount of one percent
Economists believe that low inflation level is a necessary permanent decline in inflation uncertainty of real gross
condition to stabilize economic growth. Stanners [17], in domestic product level (GDP) to 2 and 4.5 percent,
a civil study showed that most policymakers believe that respectively. It is certain that all findings of studies
zero inflation or low inflation is a basic condition to high confirm negative relationship between inflation
and stable growth. uncertainty and real economic activity.

Golob [18], studied the relationship between inflation At the beginning of 1990s, a number of the industrial
uncertainty and huge economic activities and acquired countries accepted inflation targeting framework to their
uncertain conclusions. Holland [11], for the firs time, money policy making. At first, these targets were
assumes that procedure of inflation can be a topic to introduced to help rubbing off inflation. Inflation targeting
change policymaking regimes. In this situation, framework increases the credit of money policymaking. In
uncertainty negative effects on economic activity are this view, low inflation targets suggest that countries are
supported. looking for lower inflation and establishing a credit for

Other studies  show  the  negative  effects of money policymaking.
inflation uncertainty on real economic activity. For Most central banks prefer low inflation and the cause
example, Grrier and Perry [19], presented certain and for the acceptance of the inflation targeting rate is that
important   documents   by  using  of  GARCH models. inflation rate is the dominant target for money
They  used American data to measure inflation policymaking.
uncertainty  for the sample period. They assumed that However, there is a contrast between inflation
increasing  of  the inflation uncertainty reduces targeted rates and other purposes of money policy such
production growth. Lee and Ni [20], found a similar as exchange rate and unemployment rate; this is the
conclusion  by  estimating of inflation uncertainty targeted inflation that dictates the reaction of money
through GAREH  model.  Davis  and  Bryce  [21], by policy.
suing of American data conclude that the increasing of To represent a single framework and an
inflation  uncertainty   will   temporarily    reduce   the  real understandable plan of inflation targeting, as a principle,
growth in a time over 1 to 2 years. Also, Hayford [22], by it is assumed that the purpose of Central Bank in all
using the data related to the USA found that even after countries is achieving to a stable and low inflation rate. In
control   of  the effect of unemployment uncertainty on fact economists' extensive support of this principle is
real growth, inflation uncertainty will have a negative based on four major premises which consist of:
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Current money presentation increasing from middle this perspective, statesmen try to induce real economic
term to long-term is neutral, so money supply affects activities by making a sudden inflation in an inflation
only the level of prices and doesn't have any effect environment. In other words, when inflation uncertainty
on production and unemployment. is high, since politicians know that economic activities will
When inflation is based on the efficiency of source be reduced they take expansible policies. Following the
allotment or on long term productive growth or in expansible policies, general level of prices increases and
both forms, it makes costs. therefore, inflation uncertainty will be the cause of
Short term money isn't neutral. It means that money inflation in society.
policy has main temporary effects on some of the real According to two perspectives above, various
variables such as production and unemployment. studies have been done in different countries and
Money policies which have uncertain pauses, affect different models have been utilized in these studies, so
inflation and this shows that Central Bank is unable inflation uncertainty has been calculated by different
to fully control inflation on a periodic base. methods and approaches. The results of the researches

Generally, in the inflation targeting situations, about countries are different. A sample of these researches
2 percent inflation rate is emphasized. There are a few which is about economic discussions has been
empirical evidences which show targeting usefulness summarized in Table 1.
lower than inflation rate level (for example level of one
percent) is very high, but the warrant cost of this very low Calculation of Inflation Uncertainty: To measure the
inflation is high. Probably, the more advantage of uncertainty related to an economic variable such as
targeting is in the reduction of uncertainty and more inflation particularly in this research work is of great
stable inflation rate apart from its certain level. importance. Since there is a quantitative limitation for

Researchers believe that we won't observe the inflation data in connection to the expectations related to
accretion of inflation costs in inflation rates between 2 to inflation in long-term, it is better to attend to a variety of
4 percent, but when inflation increases and rests in 10 to measurements for inflation uncertainty in long-term.
20 percent, its costs increases dramatically. The measurement of inflation uncertainty in long-term

What is important here isn't the identification of which has usually been used in empirical activities
inflation optimal rate, rather our purpose of the discussion especially in primary studies contains statistical changes
is that in any case we can identify inflation optimal rate for in future inflation rate mean.
all economics according to its inflation costs and its There is a criticism about this statistical measure
advantages. According to economists' perspective, index for inflation uncertainty by Crawford and
among them Mishkin [26], in every economies, the Kasumovich [2] and that is, at least, half of the statistical
identification of inflation optimal rate, or in other words, changes of inflation are predictable. For example, in some
inflation targeting is one of the effective factors in the periods, increasing of statistical changes in long-term
reduction of inflation uncertainty. inflation rate, resulting from the increasing of oil income

Inflation targeting strategy has two main which raises demands and/or releasing periods are
prerequisites; first, Central Bank must be able to get an predictable.
extent of independence to conduct money policies. The Another evaluation index is the change of
second case of necessary elements of inflation targeting anticipator's expectations, businessmen and families
is related to the tendency and abilities of monetary about future inflation. In Canada, Watson [28], explains
authorities in avoiding the targeting of other indexes such briefly his annual study about expectations of economists
as fees, employment level, economic growth and/or and consultant managers about long term inflation.
exchange rate. Grier and Perry [19], believes that in this method,

Second perspective about the correlation between validity of the study of inflation uncertainty level is
inflation and inflation uncertainty is attributed to questionable because, in many cases, uncertainty level of
Cukierman and Meltzer [27]. They believe that inflation each anticipator isn’t estimated. However, Zarnowitz and
uncertainty is the cause for inflation not its effect. That is, Lambros [29], studies show that prediction of inflation
by increasing of inflation uncertainty (decrease) the dispersion and distribution by examining feed backers
inflation of society increases (decreases). According to positively conforms to any anticipator's uncertainty.

are different since the structural characteristics of
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Table 1: Some examples of studies on relationship between inflation and inflation uncertainty
Studies Sample Price Index Model Conclusions
Engle [34] Uk1958Q2-1977Q2 CPI ARCH Time varying inflation uncertainty; higher in

the 1970's than in the late 1960's
Engle [35] US 1947Q4-1979Q4 CPI-PPI GNP deflator ARCH Time varying inflation uncertainty; slightly higher in

the 1970's than in the late 1960's, and bellow the 1940's
and early 1950's levels

Bollerslev [36] US 1948Q2-1983Q4 GNP deflator GARCH Similar to Engle (1983)
Evans [37] US 1960M1-1988M6 CPI GARCH with time- Positive link between long-run uncertainty and

varying parameters the level of inflation.
Golob [38] US 1957Q1-1993Q4 GDP Deflator GARCH whit lagged Positive Relationship Between Inflation

Inflation and Trend and Inflation Uncertainty
Variable

Bruner& Hess [39] US 1974Q1-1992Q4 CPI EGARCH Asymmetric effects in inflation uncertainty;
significant relationship
between inflation and short-run uncertainty.

Joyce [40] UK 1950Q1-1994Q1 RPI GARCH AGARCH Asymmetric effects; Positive relationship
EGARCH TGARCH between uncertainty and lagged inflation.

Crawford & Canada CPI CPIXFET GARCH No asymmetric effects; Positive relationship
Kasmovich [2] 1916Q2-1994Q3 CPI excluding food, AGARCH between uncertainty and lagged inflation.

1963Q3-1994Q3 energy and the effect TGARCH
of indirect taxes.

Baillie et al. [41] G7+Arganina CPI Fractionally Positive bi-directional relationship between
Brazil + Israel Integrated inflation and uncertainty
1948M1-1990M16 GARCH-M only in U.K., and the three high inflation countries.

Grier and perry [3] G7 countries CPI GARCH Inflation Granger-causes inflation uncertainty.
1948M1-993M12 TGARCH

Component
GARCH

Fountas et al. [31] US CPI GARCH-M Positive bi-directional relationship between
1960M1-1999M2 inflation and uncertainty.

Kontonikas [42] UK CPI GARCH-M Positive relationship from inflation uncertainty
1972-2002 Component to inflation.

GARCH-M
Johnson [43] Chile CPI GARCH Positive relationship from inflation

1933M2-2001M6 TGARCH uncertainty to inflation.
QGARCH

The third method of estimation of the inflation Carruth et al. [30], believes that economic-
uncertainty  is  based  on  economic   measurement measurement method in measuring inflation uncertainty is
model. For example, general autoregressive conditional that such measurements seem to be so sensitive to the
variance heterogeneity model (GARCH) which has a certain used method. Furthermore, this measurement and
variable   conditional   variance   during   time   is  one of uncertainty statistical index are used in studying inflation
the   ways    to   evaluate   inflation   uncertainty   that uncertainty level regarding the statistics related to
used  by Grier and Perry [19]. Currently, in many previous times.
countries, these techniques have been used for
autoregressive   models   and   Phillip's   inflation  curve Study of the Relationship Between Inflation and Inflation
by using of existed information. These techniques Uncertainty:  Now that the manner of estimating inflation
support  positive and even negative relationships uncertainty was identified, we can study the relationship
between inflation  and  inflation  uncertainty  in some of between inflation and inflation uncertainty by using
the  experimental works such as Crawford and different methods. Researchers have used different
Kasumovich [2]. methods to study this issue that we can point some of

Another economic measurement method is to use them;
Markov Switching Method for inflation process. In this
method parameters in time-length have been assumed Using of Angel Granger test.
variable because of the change in policy making Using of one equated economic measurement
approach. models.
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Using of autoregressive conditional variance
heterogeneity models and study of one-way
connection.
Using of autoregressive conditional variance
heterogeneity and study of interrelationship.

In some studies such as Fountos et al. [31], which
have recently been considered, the relationship between
these two variables has been looked at mutually and in
the form of simultaneous feedback because it is possible
that there is a mutual causality simultaneously from
inflation path to inflation uncertainty and vice versa. In
these conditions, the test of relationship between inflation
and inflation uncertainty is argued by marking of delayed
inflation in variance equation and placing inflation
uncertainty in average equation. In 2000, Fountos and
others  [31]  used this technique to America's economy
and  they  found  interrelationship  in this case. They used
a model of ARMA(r, s*)-GARCH(p*,q*)-M(n*)-L(k*) and
presented a general active model with a simultaneous
feedback  between  the average and conditional variance
as follows:

If  A (L) = 0,  GARCH-L  model  is  used.  And ifyh

A (L) = 0 it is GARCH-M model and when A (L) = 0,hy hy

A (L) = 0, we have GARCH model.yh

Estimation of Models and Interpretation of Conclusions:
The model ARMA(r, s*)-GARCH (p*, q*)-M (n*)-L (k*)
is offered to study the interrelationship between inflation
and inflation uncertainty. According to consumer goods
price index, inflation rate is estimated in different periods

by using the equation  and is used in

average and conditional variance equations in 1989 to
2003.

We place exchange rate growth  in inflation
pattern so that we can study the role of money supply
growth on inflation stresses of money supply growth 
and study the relationship between domestic gross
product growth and inflation rate of domestic gross
product growth  and evaluate the relationship
between exchange rate and inflation rate changes.

In Money-oriented believes, although money supply
raise in short term may have positive effect on gross
national product and doesn’t considerably affect the
general level of prices, but money policies in long term,
merely accelerate inflation.

Generally in safe economies, demand growth is the
effect of productive levels and rising of goods and service
supply. That is in the process of economic growth,
concurrent with technical knowledge progress and
workforce supply growth, capital saving, improving of
productive organization, labor productivity growth and …
goods and service total supply and accordingly total
demand increases proportionally and balanced. Therefore,
total demand and supply balance are kept, but in Iran
economy, transfusion of oil incomes associating with
government deficit and expanding operations in bank
system increases total demands. This progress and
development doesn’t indicate productive growth and it is
done extensively and repulsively and affects inflation. So,
the gross domestic product growth is assumed as an
effective variable on inflation and enters to the model. If
gross domestic product growth is due to the demand
growth, inflation increases but when total supply
increases, inflation will be reduced.

Studying the subject was molded in a circular
sequence (Salmanpour, [32]). It means that incomes which
are entered to economy independently and externally from
society's productive process disturb the natural process
of domestic demand and supply. That is productive
activities don't identify society's income and
consumption, but transfusion of oil incomes increases
total demand and consumption disproportionately with
society's productive power and confuses economic
primary balances. In these situations, inflation increases.
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According to the structuralistic theory of inflation, To study the correlation of money supply growth,
one of the main factors of inflation in developing exchange rate growth and gross domestic growth with
countries is lack of the structural balances in foreign inflation  rate  the  diagrams  of  1 to 12 have been used.
business and their inability in getting enough exchange The diagrams show positive relationship of money supply
incomes to provide increasing requirements of economic growth and exchange rate growth with inflation rate, but
growth and development. External business stress and there isn't a logical relationship between gross domestic
underpaying force governments to reduce the value of production growth and inflation rate. After studying the
national money or to lessen the import level of country by relationship among mentioned variables, equations of
applying  import  limitations,  or important of all, to take inflation rate average and its conditional variance by
industrialization strategy through import replacement using a new technique, examines the relationship between
pattern that in any case inflation and price growth are inflation and inflation uncertainty, as  the  model  ARMA
inevitable. (r*,s)-GARCH(p*,q*)-M(n*)-(k*) is evaluated and its

Further more, exchange rate is one of the important conclusions are obtained as in Table 2.
factors in identification of raw material domestic cost, According to the estimating models, in all the models
intermediate goods, capital equipments and final except the model for annual period, the amount of
complementary goods. Of course, decline in Rial value parameter in the level of 99 percent is meaningful and the
increases the price of imported goods and inflation relationship from inflation to inflation uncertainty is
becomes severe. So, it seems that according to high confirmed. In the annual period model, this coefficient
dependence of country's production and consumption to isn't meaningful.
foreign imports, exchange parity plays an important role Finally, regarding to the estimating model about
in forming inflation pressures. relationship between inflation and inflation uncertainty,

During the years after the victory of Islamic we  can say  that  in  a quarterly period there is only a
Revelation, stabilization of the exchange official rate has one-way relationship from inflation to inflation
been one of the important governmental policies, whereas uncertainty, but for 6 and 9 month periods there is a
exchange rate in free market affected by the changes of mutual relationship. In annual period, no certain
demand and supply has had more changes, therefore, relationship between two variables is observable.
following that, inflation has been affected and that’s why An important point in the estimating model is that the
exchange growth rate in exchange free market has been coefficient of exchange rate growth and money supply
entered in the model as an effective variable. growth  are  meaningful in all of the estimating models and

3

Table 2: Results from ARMA-GRACH-L-M models for different periods
Equation Mean Equation
------------ ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Model Three month period Sixth month period Nine month period Annual
constant 3.110378 1.631699 3.094627 8.819643

(3.460363) (2.199036) (1.029122) (5.916944)
0.110503 0.245909 0.144826 0.304305

(2.539290) (4.853176) (2.861194) (5.607263)
0.210476 0.148070 0.110473 0.086933

(3.851830) (3.780984) (2.789465) (4.021074)
0.120945 -0.028361 -0.030907 -0.221591

(1.849070) (-0.518626) (-0.319476) (-2.708668)
h -0.112441 1.122942 1.678713 0.094314t

½

(-0.279534) (4.355830) (2.556595) (0.407678)
Equation Variance Equation
constant -1.766883 -8.517907 -13.06176 7.351488

(-5.718049) (-3.300925) (-1.958717) (22.98433)
h 0.705714 -0.203303 0.038106 -0.149160t–1

(6.858143) (-2.048866) (0.163801) (-1.108084)
0.035746 0.374656 0.135241 0.9946822

t–1

(1.075667) (3.345249) (1.822554) (3.062577)
0.693648 2.111677 2.028471 -0.108605t–1

(1.66+100)_ (3.766226) (2.773426) (-0.757611)
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have positive mark, that is to say, one of the reasons of In the case of inflation and inflation uncertainty
inflation in Iran is exchange rate growth and money according to a three quarterly period we can find
supply growth in which following the effects of exchange interdependence between inflation and inflation
rate fluctuations on inflation, inflation uncertainty is also uncertainty. By taking into consideration the estimating
affected. model, the effect of one unit inflation on inflation

In all models, money supply growth rate is an uncertainty in pervious period is 2.02 This parameter is
effective variable  on  inflation  and   its   growth meaningful in certain level of 99 percent. We can say
increases  inflation.  Another effective variable on about the effect of inflation uncertainty on inflation that
inflation rate is exchange rate growth in exchange free for the above-mentioned period, inflation uncertainty
market.  This  variable  has  positive effect on inflation affects inflation, too.
rate. The effect of Gross domestic product growth on According to the conclusions of the annual period
inflation  rate  in  a  quarterly  period   is positive  and it we can't find a firm and basic correlation between inflation
is  meaningful  in  certain  level  of 94 percent. This and inflation uncertainty, because in addition to the
variable  for  the  annual  period is also meaningful and coefficient  in conditional variance equation, the
has  a reverse effect on inflation rate, but for other coefficient h  in average equation is also meaningless
periods,  gross  domestic  product  growth  rate hasn’t statistically, therefore, the relationship between inflation
had  a certain  effect  on  inflation  rate. One can say and inflation uncertainty is lost.
about the effect of inflation uncertainty on inflation Findings show that inflation, for a time of 9 months,
regarding to the positive and meaningful effect of affects inflation uncertainty and its effects for the periods
parameter  in estimating models for the periods of 6 and of 6 and 9 months is greater than that of quarterly periods.4

9 months that the inflation uncertainty merely affects This effect is lost in annual period.
inflation in the mentioned periods, but doesn’t affect it in The cause for the effect of inflation on inflation
other periods. uncertainty in three, six and nine month periods lies in

RESULT AND DISCUSSION agents and lack of sufficient opportunity to react to it. As

Although we can study the relationship between term, by getting basic information economic agents would
inflation and inflation uncertainty by means of different have efficient opportunity to observe the effects of these
models, the best method to study the interrelationship is policies in order to adjust the predictions. Therefore
to use ARMA(r*, s*)-GRACH(p*,q*)-M(n*)-L(k*) money illusion decreases and the relationship between
models. In this paper, we have taken the advantage of the inflation and inflation uncertainty disappears. In long term
above model which is a new technique for studying this periods, it is feasible to acquire complete information and
subject and we have considered the interrelationship to get opportunity to change concluded contracts.
between inflation and inflation uncertainty. Furthermore, because of the non-existence of money

In a quarterly period, a unit of inflation raise in illusion, inflation and nominal contracts with indexed
previous period cause to 0.69 percent increase in inflation inflation don't lead to inflation uncertainty.
uncertainty. Since the coefficient h  in average equation According to the stated subjects, we can say thatt

½

is meaningless, we can conclude that inflation uncertainty Friedman [5]–Ball [33], hypothesis is true in Iran for a
in a quarterly period isn't effective on inflation and hence quarterly period. This hypothesis assumes a one-way
the relationship is one-way from inflation to inflation correlation from inflation to inflation uncertainty. In 6 and
uncertainty. 9 month periods, in addition to Freidman [5]–Ball [33],

In a period of 6 months, there is interdependence hypothesis, Cukierman–Meltzer [27], hypothesis is also
between inflation and inflation uncertainty, so one unit true in the case. In the annual period none of these two
increase (decline) in inflation causes 2.11 units increase hypotheses is substantiated in Iran for the above-
(decline) in inflation uncertainty. This amount is greater mentioned periods.
than that of a quarterly period. We can acknowledge By the help of the estimating model we found out that
about inflation and inflation uncertainty that in the exchange rate growth and money supply growth are main
mentioned period, inflation uncertainty is effective on factors affecting inflation in Iran and that their
inflation as well. fluctuations  may  cause  fluctuation  in  inflation  rate and

t–1

t
½

money illusion in the mentioned periods among economic

much as the time period moves from short term to long
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Fig. 1: Relationship between rate of inflation and rate of money supply growth for three month period

Fig. 2: Relationship between rate of inflation and exchange rate growth for three month period

Fig. 3: Relationship between rate of inflation and rate of domestic product growth for three month period

Fig. 4: Relationship between rate of inflation and rate of money supply growth for sixth month period
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Fig. 5: Relationship between rate of inflation and exchange rate growth for sixth month period

Fig. 6: Relationship between rate of inflation and rate of domestic product growth for sixth month period

Fig. 7: Relationship between rate of inflation and rate of money supply growth for nine month period

Fig. 8: Relationship between rate of inflation and exchange rate growth for nine month period
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Fig. 9: Relationship between rate of inflation and rate of domestic product growth for nine month period

Fig. 10: Relationship between rate of inflation and rate of money supply growth for annual period

Fig. 11: Relationship between rate of inflation and exchange rate growth for annual period

Fig. 12: Relationship between rate of inflation and rate of domestic product growth for annual period
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finally, it affects inflation uncertainty. So, it is suggested Since in the period being studied, there is a positive
that, as far as possible, we control the fluctuations of relationship from inflation to inflation uncertainty,
exchange rate and money growth by applying suitable like Milton Friedman's view we can't expect a reverse
policies, because inflation and inflation uncertainty have relationship between inflation and unemployment in
harmful effects on economy. Iran as well as negative slope for Fillips curve.

Since exchange rate growth and money supply Likewise, in Iran, according to the accomplished
growth have positive effects on inflation rate, so if studies, we mustn't expect negative slope for Philips
changes of these two variables are anticipated by curve, since there is a positive relationship between
economic agents, the anticipation of the inflation rate inflation and inflation uncertainty. Therefore, not
would also be possible and inflation uncertainty only can't this slope be negative but also it is
decreases. In other words we can express that if inflation possible that there exist a positive relationship
rate growth and exchange rate growth as well as its effects between inflation and unemployment and hence
on inflation are precisely identified, economic agents Philips curve gets positive slope.
would be able to anticipate future inflation by exact Since inflation leads to inflation uncertainty and
knowledge of the effects of these factors on inflation rate subsequently decreases the level of economic
and hence inflation rate would decrease. To put it another activities, prevention of government's budget
way, following the expansionary fiscal policy not only deficiency and money supply increase in order to
inflation rate decreases, but also increase in exchange rate reduce inflation and to prevent inflation's harmful
in exchange free markets as a recipient of inflation shocks effects on production are suggested.
which is used by economic agents as an indicator is Interference in exchange market and its control in
effective to reduce inflation uncertainty, but if order to reduce its fluctuations specially preventing
anticipations turn out to be untrue inflation and of increase in exchange rate which leads to inflation
subsequently inflation uncertainty increase. and finally inflation uncertainty are among other

CONCLUSIONS

Since inflation uncertainty is effective on economy,
as much as possible, we must lessen inflation 1. Dreze, J., 1999. On the Macroeconomics of
uncertainty to avoid its deleterious effects. It can be Uncertainty and Incomplete Markets. University
useful to apply other countries' experiences in the atholique de Louvain—Center for operations
field. For example the Britain has pursued inflation research and econometrics. Discussion, pp: 9964.
targeting policy to decrease inflation uncertainty. 2. Crawford, A. and M. Kasumovich, 1996. Does
According to the accomplished studies in this field, Inflation Uncertainty Vary With the Level of
the mentioned policy could reduce inflation Inflation?. Bank of Canada, Ottawa Ontario Canada,
uncertainty. So, one of the propounded suggestions working paper.
in this connection is inflation targeting to eradicate 3. Grier, K.B. and M. Perry, 2000. The Effects of Real and
destructive effects of inflation uncertainty. Nominal Uncertainty of Inflation and Output Growth:
If  there is a correlation between inflation and Some GARCH-M Evidence. J. Appl. Econometrics,
inflation uncertainty, it must be entered to rational 15: 45-58.
expectation models related to the society of inflation 4. Okun, A., 1971. The mirage of steady inflation.
uncertainty variables. Otherwise, the evaluation of Booking Papers on Economic Activity, 2: 485-498.
parameters for such models would be disturbed due 5. Friedman, M., 1977. Inflation and unemployment. J.
to the omission of an important variable. Therefore, Political Economy, 85: 451-472.
according to the relevant studies in the field, since, in 6. Makin, H.J., 1981. Anticipated Money, Inflation
Iran, inflation has positive effects on inflation Uncertainty and Real Economic Activity. The Review
uncertainty, so in experimental studies about of Economics and Statistics, 17: 126-134.
discussing rational expectations, we must also 7. Elder, J., 2004. Another Perspective on the Effects of
consider the variable of inflation uncertainty in Inflation Uncertainty. J. Money, Credit and Banking,
rational expectation models. pp: 35.

suggestions.
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